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savebeachwood.ca

Response to August 19, 2021 Coordinated Committee Meeting
Discrepancies of Beachwood Development (BDI) Presentation
Part of Lot 34, Concession 3 (PL34C3)

Save Beachwood Introduction
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u

Beachwood Development Inc. (BDI) has applied to re-zone PL34C3, a 5.88ha R1 property with NVCA
protected wetland features, to allow for a precedent setting R4 high-density development

u

BDI is proposing construction of 215 housing units, 34 singles, 48 row townhouses and two 67-unit
condominiums.

u

August 19th BDI presented their Development Plan to TOWB Coordinated Committee at a Public Meeting

u

Prior to the start of the meeting TOWB council stated Public could not discuss the character or business
reputation of the sole director of BDI, Tony Romanin.

u

BDI’s presentation contained misleading, questionable statements and conclusions

u

BDI was given time for rebuttal to public presentations

u

Council did not permit Public attendees to comment or refute BDI’s presentation.

u

This is the reason for our rebuttal presentation.

Rezoning and Development Considerations
u

u
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Ontario.ca/Home and Community/Zoning bylaws website states that approving authorities of rezoning
applications for new developments should be evaluated against;
u

conformity with the official plan and compatibility with adjacent uses of land

u

suitability of the land for the proposed purpose

u

adequacy of vehicular access, water supply, sewage disposal

u

the risk of flooding

Wasaga Beach Official Town Plan – Council Consideration - Section 5.2.6.1
u

Specific sites which are well suited to low building coverage and higher densities because of their amenities or
other physical attributes;

u

The availability of adequate facilities and services including shopping, schools, parks and transportation;

u

The physical relationship between the proposed high density use and adjacent uses;

u

The impact of traffic on the street network;

u

The eventual community structure; and,

u

The location of other high density residential uses.

Non - Conformity with the
Official Plan
u

Not only is the Developer requesting high density
zoning, but they are also requesting significant
exceptions within the TOWB Official Plan zoning
definitions.

u

Houses set on 30’ lots (decrease of 10’)

u

Town homes 20’ lots (decrease of 15’)

u

Minimum townhome grouping should be 5. BDI
groups 6 - 8 units.

u

Condo height 69 feet (increase of 30’)

u

Table provided by TOWB Planning Department
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Non - Conformity with the Official Plan
u

Wasaga Beach Official Town Plan Policies - Land Uses Section 5.2.4

u

Changes to the Official Plan and to high density zoning should not be driven by developers.

u

PPS 1.1.3.7 states - Planning authorities should establish and implement phasing policies to ensure:
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u

a) that specified targets for intensification and redevelopment are achieved prior to, or concurrent with, new
development within designated growth areas; and

u

b) the orderly progression of development within designated growth areas and the timely provision of the
infrastructure and public service facilities required to meet current and projected needs.

u

Wasaga Beach Official Plan section 5.2.5.5 states :
u

“Medium density residential development is specifically discouraged within the following areas:

u

vii) The outlying west area of Town, more specifically west of 71st Street.”

Non - Conformity with the Official Plan
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BDI Claim
The proposed applications conform to the applicable policies of the A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe and are consistent with the applicable policies of the Provincial Policy
Statement.
Applications conform to the policies of the County of Simcoe Official Plan and the Town of Wasaga Beach
Official Plan.
SaveBeachwood Comment
u

BDI has selectively quoted sections within the APTG and PPS reports that support residential
intensification but has overlooked the preservation of Natural Heritage sites and the true intent of the
studies, which is to create communities with prosperous economic development, job creation, recreational
facilities and a high quality of life.

u

The development is inconsistent with:
u

Section 2.1.5, Section 1.1.3.7, Section 3.1 of the Provincial Policy Statement

u

Section 13.4.10.3, Section 5.2.5.5, Sections 4.9, 4.12, 4.17, 4.18 of Town of Wasaga Beach’s Official
Plan

Non - Conformity with the Official Plan
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BDI Claim
Public Park provided to foster social interaction on the lands along with providing the neighbourhood with a recreation area
(PPS 1.5.1)
SaveBeachwood Comment
u

PPS 1.5.1 states - Healthy, active communities should be promoted by:
u

a) planning public streets, spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the needs of pedestrians, foster social interaction and
facilitate active transportation and community connectivity (not met)

u

b) planning and providing for a full range and equitable distribution of publicly-accessible built and natural settings for
recreation, including facilities, parklands, public spaces, open space areas, trails and linkages, and, where practical, waterbased resources (not met)

u

c) providing opportunities for public access to shorelines (not met)

SaveBeachwood Comment - Water accesses at 74th, 72nd St & Silvan Ave. are NOT maintained Provincial Parks & are sandwiched
between private beaches. Suggesting new residents of the development use these access points would place overwhelming burden
on these locations. BDI/Jones Consulting’s response to the addition of 560 people to these pathways was “You would have to talk to
the Town”
u
u

d) recognizing provincial parks, conservation reserves, and other protected areas, and minimizing negative impacts on
these areas (not met)

BDI is conveying .8 acres of land to the TOWB designated as “Parkland”
u

Construction and maintenance of the park to be offloaded to the Town.

Lands Unsuitable for the Proposed Purpose
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BDI Claim
Environmental Impact Study completed supports development on lands (PPS 2.1)
u

Save Beachwood Comment - Cunningham Environmental Associates (CEA) have provided questionable conclusions in
their EIS report favouring the development and the report has been generally called in to question by the Nottawasaga
Valley Conservation Authority (NVCA).

u

CEA Conclusions: The Plan area at present provides the largest woodland refuge north of Beachwood Road for over 2
km east or west. Hedgerows and small woodland areas within the residential areas provide some connectivity for wildlife
to travel to surrounding areas, but it is very limited and of low quality and diversity.

u

Save Beachwood Comment - In an effort to modify the suitability of the lands for development, the current owner has
engaged in the illegal removal of trees, pumping of standing water and filling of a large area of the subject property
which significantly impacted the wetland conditions at the time of the EIS.

u

NVCA Comment - From a natural hazard perspective, development is currently proposed upon lands that are regulated
for Flooding and erosion hazards and is inconsistent with the natural hazard policies (Section 3.1) of the Provincial
Policy statement.

u

NVCA Comment - (CEA) are not in a position to make decisions based on theorized past hydrologic changes to the
wetlands on the property. The communities, as described, represent wetlands, including the noted provincially-rare
coastal wetland types. On this basis, they are subject to review under NVCA’s regulation and relevant land-use planning
policies as they exist under current conditions.

Lands Unsuitable for the Proposed Purpose
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u

NVCA Comment: Based on the technical data collected and presented through the Environmental Impact Study, an
alternative concept should be explored that does not include removal of the wetland communities from the subject lands.

u

NVCA Comment: A Natural Hazards Study has not been provided and must be carried out in accordance with the NVCA
“Natural Hazards Technical Guide, ” dated December 2013. A drawing should be provided that shows the hazard limits,
including the flood hazard limit and erosion hazard limit, relative to the proposed development

u

NVCA Comment: As per provincial criteria outlined in the Significant Wildlife Habitat Schedules for Ecoregion 6E (MNRF
2015), provincially-rare vegetation communities qualify as a form of Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH). While provincial
and local land-use planning policies may permit development within or adjacent to SWH, this can only be accomplished if
it can be demonstrated that the development would not result in a negative impact to the viability of the feature/habitat. It
is the opinion of NVCA staff that outright removal of these communities would clearly represent a negative impact to the
viability of such. Therefore, it’s the opinion of NVCA staff that the proposed development is not consistent with PPS
Section 2.1.5 or Section 13.4.10.3 of the Town of Wasaga Beach’s Official Plan.

u

NVCA Comment: Given the negative impact that complete removal of wetlands on the property would pose to inherent
ecological and hydrologic functions, NVCA staff will not be in a position to support the residential development
concept.

Inadequacy of Vehicular Access
u

u

TOWB by-laws requires 1.75 per unit or a total 235 parking
spaces for this development.
BDI has allocated only 206 parking spaces for the 2 condo
buildings.
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u

There is a deficiency of 29 parking spaces.

u

This deficiency cannot be alleviated by public
transit as stated by BDI.

Inadequacy of Vehicular Access
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u

There are no visitor’s parking spaces planned for the entire development. Parking is not permitted on
internal roadways or on neighbouring streets.

u

Turn around fire routes are not adequate to allow emergency vehicles to safely access.

u

There is no planned access for waste/recycling removal within the entire development.

u

Public Works/Engineering has determined opening Betty to Shore Lane is unnecessary.

u

Shore Lane is a very narrow, undersized lane with significant foot and bicycle traffic; not a thoroughfare.

u

Shore Lane is a Designated Trail running the entire length of Wasaga Beach.

u

The MTO has no plans to widen or create left-hand turning lanes on Beachwood Rd. for this subdivision.

Inadequacy of Vehicular Access
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u

BDI’s Traffic Impact Study (TIS) was based on the Active and Proposed Development Map as of June 2016
and assumed later proposed planning which did not result. The 2020 version of the Active and Proposed
Development Map reflects true and current proposed planning numbers.

u

Due to incorrect unit numbers in adjacent properties, the TIS is inconsistent, outdated and makes incorrect
assumptions on vehicular traffic.

u

Developments in the Study per 2020 Active Development Map:
u

Sabitini Subdivision #2 (55 Units)

u

2517226 Ontario Inc. (Michard) #73 (204 Units)

u

Romanin Contracting (BDI) #82 (216 Units)

u

West Wasaga (Stirling Cook Development Properties) (419 Units)

u

Total number of units considered: 894 Units = 1,341 vehicles (will increase if BDI sets R4 precedent)

Inadequacy of Existing Infrastructure
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BDI claim
Full municipal services extended into lands with no issues (PPS1.6.6)
u
u

BDI’s Functional Servicing Report states:
3.3 Water System Analysis
u

u

At the time of preparation of this report it is understood that currently proposed upgrades to the Town’s water
distribution system through construction of a water tower and works yard immediately south of Beachwood Road will
satisfy the proposed flow demands (volume and pressure) of this development. (start date unknown)

1.5.3 Sanitary Servicing
u

The Town of Wasaga beach has confirmed that adequate capacity exists within the existing sanitary sewer
network with planned upgrades at SP1. (start date unknown)

u

SaveBeachwood Comment - No development shall be allowed in the Town that would place undue burden on the financial
resources of the Municipality. (WBOP Consolidation 4.12)

u

Stormwater Servicing – Comments from Mike Pincivero, TOWB Engineering Department
u

The drainage improvements that we are reviewing / designing in the 74th Street North area is actually an assessment
of Shore Lane to determine the best way to control surface water along that road, between Betty Boulevard to
Inverkip Road. This is recognizing that the roadway is extremely flat, there is little to no existing outlets, and high
groundwater table. There is no set time for doing the works on Shore Lane between Betty Boulevard and Inverkip
Road (or 74th Street area). This will have bearing on the cost of works, and when we may carry out the works,
recognizing other priorities that are already in our 10-year forecast.

Inadequacy of Existing Infrastructure
u

There is no legend accompanying this
diagram and connection detail is illegible.
Green seems to indicate natural surface
water runoff.

u

Surface water from the south side of
Beachwood, the development itself and
water from the SWM pond appear to be
spilled on to neighbouring roads and lands.

u

Existing storm swales are not maintained
and are half full of water, vegetation, mud,
rock, and garbage. Serious drainage issues
already exist around the subject property.
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Inadequacy of Existing Infrastructure
u

The developer’s own drawings indicate future STM CBMH drainage solutions along
proposed Betty Blvd extension and future Drainage Channel along the western
boundary of TCE property “by Others”.

u

Offloading of infrastructure upgrades to Town of Wasaga Beach

u

NVCA Comment - the SWM pond outlet is connected to a future Betty Boulevard
storm sewer network, which in turn appears to be connected to future Vandermeer
storm sewer network. Since the timing of the future works is undetermined, it is
required that an alternative storm outlet be determined.
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Inadequate Stormwater Management Plan
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u

The stormwater management and Low Impact
Development features included in the proposed
development plan should account for infiltrating
at 7,552 m³/year of water in order to compensate
for the projected infiltration deficit.

u

The statistics tell us that there will be less water
infiltration and considerably more contaminated
runoff headed directly into Georgian Bay

u

The stormwater system throughout the local area
is very poorly maintained and condition is poor at
best

u

This table provided by BDI indicates a 79%
increase in runoff rate from the subject
property post development

Inadequate Stormwater Management Plan
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Risk of flooding

Shore Lane Drain

Betty Blvd Drain

Almost full of water and filled with
plants, rocks and debris

¾ full of vegetation, mud and debris

Constance Ave. Drain
Half full of water and 75’ from Georgian Bay

These existing drainage bio-swales are incapable of managing a large influx of surface storm water from
PL34C3. This results in localized flooding in late winter and early spring.

Inadequate Stormwater Management Plan
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u

NVCA Comment: Proposed soakaway pits details are not shown, nor is the sizing and drawdown
calculation for the proposed LIDs. The storage volume for on-site retention should be calculated as the
volume below the outlet pipe. These omissions have not been addressed by BDI.

u

Increased risk of flooding on existing resident yards to the north can be expected across the entire length
of PL34C3, as precipitation and large volumes of water continue to infiltrate as groundwater

TOWB Does Not Need to Re-zone to Meet
its Growth Plans
u

TOWB population is approximately 24,000. Based on Ontario’s “A Place to Grow” 2020 plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe, and Simcoe County’s growth plan it was determined that 3,500 new residents and an
associated 33% job creation will be required over the next 7 years to meet the growth plan mandate of 27,500
residents with 33% job creation.
u
u

u
u
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Based on TOWB 2020 Active Development Map, there are 7,937 proposed new units.
At an average of 2.3 persons per home this equals 18,255 new residents, which exceeds the required
growth by 14,755 residents.

As per the County’s Residential Land Budget 2019, the Town has a demand for 1,550/3565 units/residents
required to meet the 2031 forecasted population.
Currently planned housing units within the west end of Wasaga Beach (traffic circle at Mosley west along
Beachwood Road):
u
u
u
u

894 units total = 2,056 people (2.3 per unit) and 1,341 vehicles (1.5 per household)
This represents +58% of the Town’s provincial mandate for 2031.
On its own, the development on PL34C3 represents 15% of the Town’s provincial mandate for 2031.
As the west end is not included in the Town’s Five Nodes of Intensification, BDI’s high density rezoning is
not warranted.

Save Beachwood Conclusions
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u

BDI proposal contains many inconsistencies and misrepresentations. The EIS report is clearly biased, should undergo
peer review and fulfil all NVCA requirements.

u

Despite the EIS assertion that the subject lands are suitable for development, NVCA is emphatically opposed to this
destruction of Wetlands.

u

Rezoning of single family R1 lands to high density R4 development with additional by-law concessions will be setting a
dangerous precedent for future proposals in the area.

u

Inadequate road allowances, insufficient resident & visitor parking space are proposed throughout the development.

u

Development will increase stormwater runoff rate from the property by 79% and offloads the cost of all upgrades and
management of infrastructure to the Town of Wasaga Beach.

u

Municipal services in the area (water, sanitary and storm sewers) are all in need of upgrades in order to support the
development. These costs will be assumed by the Town of Wasaga Beach.

u

Low Impact Development units have been referenced throughout the grading plan however details and specifications
have been omitted.

u

Planning authorities should establish and implement policies prior to development to ensure that specified targets for
intensification are driven by the Town and not by developers.

